
[00:00:03.780]
Wait a whirlwind week, so make sure that we are live here. This is going to be a lively conversation
with the two of you. So super excited to have you back on as one of our favorite voices. And you've
had quite the week. I'm going to let you and Sasha dive into this conversation. People are going to be
tuning in and we're going to get your message out no matter what. And we're going to definitely let
people know to go to your website, Dotcom.

[00:00:32.850]
Yeah, that's it.

[00:00:34.300]
Hi, Wired.com. You will always find me. And I imagine there will be attempts at hacking and whatever,
whatever we're up against. But there we're really just asking people to sign up for our newsletter right
now while you can, so that we can always tell you where we're going to, where we can be found. Some
brilliant people step forward and start helping us build a new ways to reach out. And really, the only
thing that's that we want to make sure that we have is the ability to stream live.

[00:01:05.670]
I could always pretape the show, which is what I did in television. But there's something really special
about just this, just letting it freely flow, knowing you're not going to get to edit it. So whatever you say
is out there forever. I really love that part of it.

[00:01:21.600]
And there's very few spaces to stream in in this world. And so when they start getting cut down, like
what happened today with YouTube shutting that down. And I have to imagine Facebook is just right
around the corner, but we're looking at avenues.

[00:01:35.460]
Let's get Delane like now because we're feeling the same way. We're all feeling this kind of, you know,
kind of pulling in. But they they the live energy is amazing. And I know you two are going to talk a lot.
So it's the same thing for us, too. If we're trying to get people on our database and we're creating the
consortium, working together with all of the Semenov voices, you being one of them, and pay a penny.

[00:01:58.800]
And like all of these rising voices, Bittar, that we're all working together to get on people's database,
get on yours, ours and your lives dot com. I would suggest to everyone to get on as many databases
as you can so that we can make sure that we're getting the message out because we are all working
together and there is going to be a new solution. We just aren't quite clear yet what it is, but
everybody's working on it frantically.

[00:02:23.370]
So I know it's around the corner and I'm glad that we have this opportunity today to bring to this
energy of the conversation with the two of you. So with that, Sasha, I'll hand it over to you. Thank you,
Hidell, good to see you. Hey, Sasha, it's it's an honor to be speaking with you. And, you know, I'm just
going to jump in and with some good news first, get the audience on tap with the pulse of what's
happening today, an important update.

[00:02:54.170]
We're excited to announce that the Victorian government in Australia has quietly updated its care
facilities direction. And in this direction, they have removed the mandating of the influenza vaccine on
all visitors and employees of aged care residential facilities. I think it's an important one. And
coinciding with the state of Ohio requirements for dispensing or selling chloroquine and hydroxy
chloroquine in Ohio, I don't know if you know, but as of today, Dell, they've basically stepped back and
have withdrawn the prohibition on the prescribing of chloroquine and hydros.

[00:03:32.390]
Well, I mean, that's pretty big stuff. I mean, every time when I see this kind of thing, I look to you,



Weitman and Kennedy, because I know you guys broke the wave on this, but you've been formed in
the last 72 hours or so. They had to feel and be. What was the trigger this time around?

[00:03:52.670]
Well, you know, as I have said several times, you know, things like this are coming when you do the
work that we do. I know that I'm up against a powerful machine, this Caballe, this alignment between
Silicon Valley and pharma and then really corrupt government agencies is as terrifying as a futuristic
novel could have could have ever made it. We do not want these groups really working the way they
are together and they're so big. All these groups are now getting so big and too big to fail that idea.

[00:04:26.600]
But you know something about the way that we work. I know you're the same. You just sort of feel an
energy. You go with your instincts. Early last week, I started getting a real sense that I I was more
recognizable and and it wasn't a good type of recognition. And that in my Twitter, I had really been
growing on Twitter recently and YouTube. So everything was really accelerating. But there was
something that made me feel like I was being watched.

[00:04:55.790]
And then on Thursday, an article came out from Media Matters that was attacking me specifically.
And then immediately my Twitter went down. On Saturday, CNN was doing a report where I was
featured in it. And then on Monday, we got a warning from Facebook that one more video essentially
telling people the truth and Facebook. Was the term they used and then I thought that was years like,
OK, it's going to be Facebook. And then Wednesday, as I was really working on my show for the hiwa,
so on my whiteboard with the team, I was like, and then we'll tell them we went down.

[00:05:32.490]
Facebook was threatening us. And that'll be the end of our point. Before we go to the America's
Frontline Doctors Summit, I'll tell my story. And literally, as I've like writing it on my board, my CEO's
tenderizes got huge. I was like, what? Said, YouTube just took us down. And so it was clear that it was
a coordinated effort.

[00:05:54.260]
And did they send anything through to you, any kind of notice?

[00:05:58.020]
The only the notice just simply said you have violated someone has complained that you violated the
community guidelines. After we've looked at your content, we are removing your page. And that was
about it with no real explanations of what it was we were violating. And the truth was, we've had
warnings at Facebook, YouTube. We didn't have any strikes. They've taken down a video here and
there just and without any explanation. But it really it just felt like Twitter.

[00:06:31.950]
And we saw this right. In some ways I felt like I was going to be the focus of attack of the week. And
then they got surprised that the doctors in front of the Supreme Court and the Breitbart video, which is
one most successful viral videos in the history of social media. So so in some ways, I think there was
just a beautiful reaction to that negative energy that was coming into the social media space that, you
know, there was a giant push back.

[00:07:01.830]
And it was really great timing for me to to see the doctors. And I felt like in some ways then that's
when YouTube was like, we can't have the highwire sharing this story and but who knows what the
thinking is behind it. But clearly, multiple articles about me and the social media take me down all at
the same time shows you how all these things are working together in a coordinated attack.

[00:07:26.850]
And as we know, there are hearings going on this week. And have they finished or not with the sock
puppets who are running the Silicon Valley interests, Google and Twitter and Facebook and Amazon.



[00:07:42.210]
And Trump has made it quite clear that if Congress doesn't sort this matter out and create redress,
that he'll weigh in with the presidential executive orders, which will certainly do so. What do you think
is likely to happen? I'm asking about that landscape because that really is the most pressing issue of
the day. The day that big tree goes down is a pretty serious day for all people of the world who are
concerned about health sovereignty, because really you've been the last in a sense, you're the last big
voice that has been grandstanding these issues in a very dynamic way, very unapologetic way.

[00:08:20.010]
So what do you think is likely to happen on the back end of a these seating's these hearings taking
place in Congress? And if not now with the presidential executive orders, what do you see happening
in the next three to six months? Well, you know, I'm a fan of free market, right, I'm a fan of us working
out our issues ourself and standing up for ourselves, what I would really like to see is social media
platforms that I think in this what is what's going to happen?

[00:08:47.400]
The people will rise up just as the people, even though they took down the America's Frontline
Doctors Summit video, you know, every platform took it down. But people then started risking their
own channels, too. I was amazed when I woke up Tuesday morning, all my feet, all I saw was that
video is absolutely a spectacular display. Bye bye. Humanity reaching down and saying, oh, hell no.
And that's and that's really what should make the change.

[00:09:19.600]
I don't like relying on presidents or political leaders. And it's a really it's a it's a very you know, in some
ways we all get so angry and we want the president to do something. But it really goes against our
values. I don't want governments coming in and starting to make decisions about what's free speech
and not free speech, especially in the United States of America. Maybe what they need to do in was
these were antitrust hearings, which is are these companies too big and need to be broken apart?

[00:09:52.190]
Are they are they destroying smaller new sites that are coming up trying to do the same thing? Are
they? That's what we have to look at when you find out things like Amazon is underpricing to the point
where they're losing money to knock out a competitor, that's when the government has to come in
and break that up into smaller pieces. That's what I'd like to see happen. I don't really want to see the
president have to weigh in on free speech, because if you think about it, it's a very it's a very delicate
balance because these are private companies.

[00:10:26.460]
Let's be honest. They're private companies. They're allowed to say whether I can stay in their hotel or
not. That's that's their prerogative, whether I can have a channel there or not.

[00:10:35.580]
What makes it more confused is it's really the highway we're all using now. Right. And the question is,
is it truly private? If that is a is a communication function and there aren't any alternatives. And so but
if you have your government in the United States of America, it's a free speech discussion. What
you're saying is I want the president to determine that YouTube doesn't have free speech to knock out
my free speech. It's really a dicey and dangerous.

[00:11:05.130]
It is.

[00:11:05.680]
It is. It is. It is. But there's also a very rich history with these serpentine platforms. They have been
highly politicized. They are highly partisan. And that's really the issue. And it's as plain as day to
anyone with a modicum of intelligence. Look, a child in America today is sixty six thousand six
hundred and sixty seven times more likely to be sold to human traffickers than to die of covid. That's



sobering. That's a sobering thought.

[00:11:37.470]
Another interesting piece today, just to bounce back to good news, the Bolivian Senate have approved
a standard that allows production and proper use of the chlorine dioxide solution to prevent and treat
covid-19, which you and I we know, Jim, Humboldt's well. Bolivia has been doing a great deal in recent
years to stick a V sign in the face of the deep state.

[00:12:04.410]
And that's a very fascinating development and something we've all been talking about because this
malaria drug, Hydroxycut Chloroquine, is showing such incredible success against covid-19. But as
you well know, as as you presented at your summit last year with Jim Humble there, that malaria is
exactly where we saw incredible success with chlorine dioxide. And what was it? The dent was a
Denmark group, or I forget where they were from that were in Africa and showing, you know, 24 hour
reversal of malaria using that product.

[00:12:42.520]
So it really does make you think there's other ways to deal with this. And I'll tell you this, Hydroxycut
chloroquine and the battle against it.

[00:12:51.510]
You know, I've been saying that they can't have that on the market because, you know, at the very
least, Board Medical Center, one of the biggest research hospitals in America, looked at six of their
hospitals, a true randomized double blind look at those that received hydrocodone, chloroquine upon
symptoms and those that didn't. They cut the death rate in half. So every time when I'm hearing
Zuckerberg in these hearings saying there's no proof that it works, it's absolutely not true.

[00:13:19.590]
What is proof other than a top research hospital doing a double blind study randomized and showing
incredible success? But I'm starting to have some flags go up about this hydroxy chloroquine thing,
the. It may go deeper than just trying to make sure we still need a vaccine. I think this approach to
opening up the cell the way hydroxyl chloroquine does to have zinc go into the cell or make this
delivery system may have so many doctors focusing on it. Now, how many illnesses could we actually
cure with this approach, you know, making the cell pliable, that we can really deliver things to cells
that are under attack from the inside?

[00:14:03.790]
I mean, we may be looking at Ebola, right. And Zika and all of these things that we're supposed to be
making vaccines for. And remember, really, all you want is to be able to protect those that are really in
danger, not we don't want everybody to have to. You know, in this case with with covid-19 you talking
about vaccinating ninety nine point seven four percent of the population to protect a point to six
percent that are having the acute reaction?

[00:14:29.680]
The rest of us, it's so mild, you have to be tested to know you have it.

[00:14:33.950]
Indeed, we don't. We don't. We all know. That's because look what's also surfaced this week, because
I'm not sure if you've heard the virology journal, The Big One, the official publication of Dr. Falsies
National Institute of Health published what is now a blockbuster article on August twenty second
twenty five under the heading. Get ready for this. Chloroquine is a potent inhibitor of SARS
coronavirus infection and spread. That was 15 years ago. That son of a bitch knew full well.

[00:15:04.270]
Right? We report it goes on to say, we report that chloroquine has strong antiviral effects on Saar's
covid Cove infection of primate's cells. And these inhibitory effects are observed when the cells are
treated with the drug, either before or after exposure to the virus, suggesting both the prophylactic



and therapeutic advantage. Which means, of course, to take the word of the author here, the doctor
Fouche has known for 15 years the chloroquine and even its mild derivative hydroxy chloroquine,
which not only treats a current case of coronavirus but prevents future cases, which is the
prophylactic suggestion.

[00:15:43.960]
So H, c, g hydroxy chloroquine functions as both a cure and a vaccine. There you have it. The vaccine
is in the hydroxy chloroquine, in point of fact, which proves the point you were just raising.

[00:15:58.450]
Yeah, and I think that that may actually, I, I show I found that study you're talking about. I think we
aired that maybe two or three months ago. And I think that started my journey towards being cut off
of YouTube. And really what we're seeing right now and I think we have to be very clear with people to
recognize what we're up against. When these doctors stood up at this event on Monday and all of
them saying, I'm having incredible success with this drug, we've been reporting since March, before
Donald Trump even mentioned hydroxyl, chloroquine or the highwire was was showing the work of
drug out of France who really champion this to the world.

[00:16:38.980]
More and more people were taking it on. But you have to understand, we had real doctors, real
frontline doctors giving real firsthand accounts. One doctor had healed three hundred people with no
deaths. So many people with the same story. Well, not only was that video taken down on every social
media platform after 17 million views in six hours, I mean, the skyrocketing success is incredible. But
the FDA that we started seeing this meme by the FDA saying the FDA does not approve hydroxyl
chloroquine.

[00:17:08.980]
And then Tony Pouchy doubled down and said, we I stand with the FDA. We don't see a benefit to
hydroxyl chloroquine. That to me says whatever's going on, these people have now just signed up to
be when it is proven that hydroxyl chloroquine around the world, when we accept that it can heal the
way it does, these people are all now going to be up for crimes against humanity. I believe we have
over one hundred thousand people in United States of America and more worldwide.

[00:17:41.410]
And really, if you think about it, you know, I keep being asked about the African-American issue. Are
you trying to say that the African-Americans are going to be involved in another Tuskegee
experiment? Let me be perfectly clear here in America, black, white, yellow, red are involved in a
Tuskegee experiment because Tuskegee, these African-Americans had syphilis and we had a
treatment that we did not give them. That is what is happening with every race in America right now
that's in a hospital.

[00:18:08.470]
There is a treatment for covid-19 and people are dying because they're not being given access to this
treatment. It's an incredible historical moment that smacks of every terrifying, you know, totalitarian
takeover of humanity that's been attempted and lost.

[00:18:27.880]
Well, it could well, it could it could be a science fiction film. But I think you and I both know that.
There's not a script writer worth their salt in Hollywood who would expect that this script would be
accepted by the studio because it's such a bizarre script. The narrative is so bizarre, it would be
rejected by Warner Brothers instead of Anthony Fauci. Picture this this curious little that totem of the
hoppity picture, this little creature with his cuttingly is sticking out and his little sadistic headmaster's
periwinkles, glasses on, perched on the end of his nose.

[00:19:07.910]
And these are two statements this creature has made this year. One, just because thousands of
independent doctors are saying that hydroxy chloroquine cures all c.v 19 patients, it is not valid until



we've a major studies being done. Hold that in your mind. And then some weeks later, he goes on the
record and says as soon as the CV 19 vaccine is manufactured, it must be immediately delivered to
health care professionals worldwide for immediate human injection. Proper studies can be performed
later.

[00:19:46.070]
I mean, there you have a rope in a market square, as far as I'm concerned, on the back end of
Nuremberg 2.0. It has to happen. Has to happen. I just want to also bring in Ron Paul that that
demigod of reason and a good quote from him. Americans should pause and reflect on the lies
they're being sold. Masks are just a form of psychological manipulation. Many reputable physicians
and scientists have said they are worthless and potentially harmful.

[00:20:21.680]
Knockdowns are meant to condition people to obey, without question. And nation of people who just
do what they're told by the experts, without question, is a nation ripe for descent into total tyranny.

[00:20:35.390]
Ron Paul, I think you'd agree with everything a man is what I have to say to that. Ron Paul has been
such a beautiful voice through the voice of reason and and someone that's you know, I remember
seeing him on the campaign trail a little bit, but I was younger than it wasn't really wrapping my head
around the libertarian values. But, boy, now am I. I'm all ears. I hope that guy keeps talking as much as
he can through the end of his experience on this earth.

[00:21:03.560]
But, you know, and the mass is another thing. I mean, that's one of the things on my Twitter that's
locked up right now. They're asking me to remove these videos to admit that they were against the
community guidelines. And one is where I had my son wearing a mask and I put a CO2 monitor into
the mask and it went off the charts. I mean, I was shocked. I didn't I thought, well, it'll be a little bit
higher.

[00:21:25.040]
It was literally the computer just flat lined. It had gone so far into the toxic levels. But look at I was
going to say, I thought, well, you're going to give the two quotes. Those were two brilliant quotes by it
about you. But I think you start really questioning my living in a cartoon when you have Anthony Fauci
gun against the only known, really legitimized treatment in the world. I know that there's there's you
and I might consider intravenous vitamin C and other things like that before your standardized
pharma world.

[00:21:56.300]
There's a pharmaceutical drug that's having incredible effects against this. But I think it was maybe
forty eight hours after he tells the world there is no treatment. Go back into your basements, get your
mask on. What does he say? Oh, and now you need to wear goggles.

[00:22:12.860]
I mean, you can't do that. Will you talk about the Hollywood script?

[00:22:16.400]
I said and then you turn the page and the big bad guy that's like taking over the world. Then he tells
the guy to wear goggles and then say, oh, come on. Like, well, why did you just do this to your script?
Why why don't you just make it into a laughingstock? It's not a comedy. This is supposed to be a
serious film. You know, it's Outbreak two. But to the point of the goggles and I want to make this point
is that I don't want my oh, my my serious listening in on me and speaking to me now on my phone.

[00:22:45.210]
I know the thing about the goggles is he just proved the point. He just proved that masks actually
don't work by coming forward with the goggles. What he's saying is, as it turns out, the masks didn't
do his job, which is what I reported a week ago. I said these are working. We have been wearing them



for four weeks straight, at least in in every state in America. And yet there's still a rise in cases that
has been unaffected with an incubation period.

[00:23:13.910]
Now we know of ten days. Then within ten days, we should have seen a shift in the in the spike we're
experiencing in America. And you watch people wear the mask. They are always touching you,
touching the face on off, on, off. I just want to make a video of people going into a restaurant where
they put their underwear on. They get in a restaurant, they take their underwear off, then go back out,
they put their underwear back on, that's what you're doing.

[00:23:38.700]
This is a diaper that's collecting bacteria. It's collecting the excrement. Your breath, your exhale is
trying to get toxins out of your body is collecting the mask. How many people throw their mask out
after a couple of hours? Nobody. How many? I mean, I would say ninety nine percent of people are
probably wearing the same mask they started with unless the string broke around the ear. But here's
what we've all been saying. Masks don't work.

[00:24:03.570]
And I believe you've gotten people killed. I read a story out of Arizona where a teacher who had lupus
and she was over sixty five and had COPD died because she was she was wearing a mask and
everyone around her, she was working, was wearing a mask. She still caught it and died. Well, she
was lied to. She was lost. She is in that group that shouldn't be out. Running around a mask doesn't
protect you. And if you look at anybody that works with viruses, they're in a full hazmat suit.

[00:24:33.180]
So let's be perfectly clear on this point. I will agree with Anthony Pouchy. If you really are afraid of a
disease that has a death rate of below point to six percent for the least healthy among us and point
zero zero zero as far as you can see for the rest of us. But if you are truly afraid this mask isn't going
to do it, goggles will help. But you really need to get yourself a hazmat suit. I mean, let's be honest, if
we really are going to try and stop this virus from spreading.

[00:25:00.360]
A hazmat suit is the only way to do it. So let's just cut to the chase and let's see if America's willing to
sign up for that.

[00:25:07.490]
I hate to put a pin prick in your balloon, but yeah, viruses don't carry in that way. They don't transmit.

[00:25:13.770]
But then there's that point. At that point, it's not going to that space at all. Is there a second wave
coming, a second wave of Fantasia orchestrated by seventeens in the military industrial basement? Is
there a second wave coming, do you think? And we've got something down the pike before Christmas
or after Christmas. Well, I think it's all going to happen before Christmas, and I don't think there's a
natural second wave. I think what we're describing, the second wave is happening.

[00:25:44.170]
I mean, if you're going to talk about the nature of how people interact with viruses, I think somehow
we we have slowed the experience of reaching herd immunity. That's all that's happened. In fact, a
great article by Newsweek just came out just sort this morning that Sweden, Sweden proved the case
right. It didn't back down, didn't mandate mass. It had a relatively high death rate for a flu type illness,
but not off the charts. And they try to compare it to the other countries around it that had lower death
rates.

[00:26:17.770]
But Sweden kept saying, you know, and I saw great news interview with Australia, the head scientist
that had come up with a plan for Sweden. And they said, well, Australia has zero cases. And he said, I
think they should be commended for that. That's incredibly impressive that you locked that continent



down in such a way that you didn't know you managed to shut out all cases. But he said, my only
question is, how do you open up?

[00:26:41.950]
When are you ever going to be able to open up? You said this. You know, all viruses are going to have
to run their course. And I believe that at some point you're going to have to come to reality. You can't
hide forever. Well, Sweden's done hiding, right? And the report by Newsweek is Sweden continues to
go down their levels, their deaths, their infection rate while spikes are happening all around them,
around Europe.

[00:27:04.450]
You're seeing the difference in approach. This is the only thing that happened this year is we took a
different approach to viruses. We tried to hide from the experience instead of just standing in the herd
immunity and accepting the casualties that take place when viruses sweep around the earth on a
constant basis. Or as we could get into a totally different discussion about Touraine theory, which has
some similarities that we're all involved in and experience together. And if we try to hide from that
experience, I think we're only delaying the inevitable.

[00:27:33.880]
But it is proving the point they're not going to see a second wave. Now, what will the second wave be
in America? I mean, we're already seeing a spike. And I think that we are this close to reaching herd
immunity, whether we like it or not. Great interviews I've done with Canutt, Witkowsky, the brilliant
epidemiologists and other virologists, they're all saying we are so close to herd immunity. It's
outrageous and brilliant science showing that 60 to 80 percent of people in the world already were
immune based on previous colds and things they've had.

[00:28:01.570]
So all of the science is showing that we will be over covid-19 by the time October rolls around. But
what are they going to do? They're going to push really hard on a flu vaccination. How many people
are going to have their immune systems destroyed by a flu vaccine in the fall in nations all around the
world? And multiple studies, a huge study by our military, our military in America showed a thirty eight
percent increase in coronavirus amongst the military that got the flu shot compared to those that
didn't.

[00:28:32.650]
A brilliant study we've always touted out of Japan, a true double blind study where they followed
people that got the flu shot versus those that got a sailin injection and both had the same rate of flu.
So it was ineffective against the flu, but an increase of four hundred percent more other upper
respiratory illnesses amongst those that got the flu shot. So I want to be clear. I'm getting blame to
say that the flu shot gives you coronavirus. I'm not making that point.

[00:29:01.750]
The point is that the flu shot lowers your immune system against all the other type of respiratory
illnesses. It let's not forget, there's billions of viruses and bacteria floating out there in the world all the
time. It is only when our immune system gets down that everything becomes an issue for us. So I
think your second wave will be brought on by terrible medications that make people sick. The
medications themselves cause fevers and sickness and then the weakening of the immune system.

[00:29:32.650]
And we I don't know that we have ever truly isolated, defined what covid-19 is when we divide
anything.

[00:29:40.810]
This is where I want to take the conversation, because my my my take on it, I I've looked at this whole
vaudeville for the last six months, really in a quite a circumspect way. I've been lucky in that I've been
in a very beautiful part of the world in the jungle. We're not immune to all the paraphernalia of of
mania. We've got people in the jungle wearing masks and what have you. We've got whispers of



mandatory vaccinations happening in this part of the world.

[00:30:08.140]
We've got the age. The Asians click their heels generally to authority and just love, love the
pantomime of wearing masks and buying into hysteria, the kind of collective level. So I'm not immune
to what's going on seeing it from here. But I've been viewing the whole thing from more of a quasi
metaphysical philosophical perspective because I'm interested in the icons, the totems, the
archetypal. Language that we as humans are using and manifesting into the field and then getting
believing in and then responding to and then dreaming up even more collective mania.

[00:30:48.300]
I'm interested in those kind of noises and tapestries. I don't believe for one second in the nonsense. I
mean, I've not seen piles of bodies anywhere. I've spoken to countless doctors and countless nurses,
received countless testimonials over the last few months from countless medical and science
professionals and health experts. I think at some point we need to call this for what it is, which is
abject bullshit at the at a fever pitch level. I think we're brave, those of us who are trying to take on the
Leviathan intellectually and and have those arguments about masking and unmasking and about
hydroxy chloroquine about this, that and the other thing about freedom of speech and about all the all
the.

[00:31:35.080]
All the different iterations of what's going on as a tug of war between living souls and government
because it's government, be clear multilateral governments like the World Health Organization and the
globalist satanic banking regime, and that is really behind the orchestration of things like global
population, population control, generationally, Planned Parenthood, eugenics, all the stuff that issues
off the back of the Second World War franchise very deftly into the creation of creatures like Anthony
Foushee and Bill Gates. These are progeny of Planned Parenthood and Sabeti and agendas.

[00:32:22.750]
We know that the intelligence report, the white paper that we published through the New York
University recently at the summit proves absolutely that pathology and chronology of of high crimes,
genocide, sociopathy in extreme treason, most high. So I'm confident to speak to the truth of things,
because what we know, the truth is that the problem you and I have you more than me because you're
a pundit really on the front line. I'm more of a shock poet speaking from behind.

[00:32:56.560]
But we have this problem that you and I are constant and our ilk are really trying to awaken people
from within the dream spell. And that's the real challenge, isn't it? It's more psychological drama going
on than it is any kind of manifest threat to our health that.

[00:33:15.460]
Well, that is that is the biggest. And that's the thing. I sit with my team and we really ponder and
debate. I believe in transparency. I was trying to be as transparent about what I find and what I
discover. But the issue, as you put it, it would be like the truth is really written in Chinese. But I have
got to explain it in English. I have to make a translation, which means that there are going to be
details lost.

[00:33:39.250]
In fact, you could even be considered hypocritical if not lying yourself. The truth is, is and I've debated
this, I would love to start really journeying into terrain theory or the spiritual mind body connection
that I was raised in that is proven to be truthful throughout my life and what I'm instilling in my
children. But it is so far from where the population I need to I need to have them step up for their own
safety and their own truth, and I need to speak to them in their language.

[00:34:11.770]
And so that leaves me in a quandary that I had Dr. Kaufman on to discuss terrain theory. But I can't I
can't enroll the millions of people I'm attempting to enroll with string theory because every episode I'd



have to spend forty five minutes of the one hour trying to explain to you what terrene theory is. And I
don't have that time. And so I'm left using, as you've said, little the lies in the language of the
dreamscape, the matrix that we're living in.

[00:34:44.200]
I need you to at least rise up inside of that matrix to start seeing the walls of it with. The next step will
be getting outside of it. We've got to see the other side, the walls of this matrix. But first, pull yourself
out of the jelly. At least recognize you got to go and get them out. And so I grapple with that. Right. I
know you grapple with what is truth. And so I've come to the determination that I have to speak the
truth of the world that people believe in.

[00:35:11.740]
And that's what we're doing here. But I'm glad you brought that brought that up. And you and I and
others like this get to have great, you know, really brilliant conversations. Dream every everyone will
get to talk about the things that we get to talk about in private, but right now it's so lost on the world
that has been brainwashed from birth into a view of the world, that is that we have to slowly unbind
them from it.

[00:35:44.720]
So they said then let let me pose a question to your followers, your audience by extension, through
through through this talk with you. And I would I would ask them. You know, most of them good
people of the good book, Middle American People, my kind of people, I have to say, at what point do
they imagine that Jesus, the master, stopped sermonizing and actually went into the temple and
physically overturned the moneylenders tables? Because that's really where we're at now.

[00:36:22.920]
I mean, this is the clarion call for people to stop really being too abstract with what's required. This is
about consciousness and action. Now, this is not about sitting back once or twice a week and
watching Dell Bagchi on the high wire, actually socking it to the man on our behalf. That's great. I
think it's a divine action that you've been the platform this week. I tell you what, because I think
millions of people are going to be bereft and that might just make them think, you know what, shit's
getting serious.

[00:36:54.000]
Excuse my language. Now we're down to the wire. Now I need to be heard in my office, in my precinct,
in my street, in my ear. That, to me, is the key thing, del consciousness in action. And if we don't get
that traction right now happening, we're in deep, deep trouble, deep, deep trouble. When they've taken
you offline, we're in trouble and people need to wake up to that. Your audience, which is a big one,
needs to wake up to that now.

[00:37:21.560]
Yeah, I mean, I think that is true, I have a huge following of people that have Christian values also. I
mean, I cover the gamut truthfully.

[00:37:32.870]
I have had days where I was speaking to the Nation of Islam and then the very next day to the Hasidic
Jewish community.

[00:37:40.820]
But online, there's a large population of people that in the Bible Belt, I think we have to recognize our
own divinity. Right. In many ways, Jesus only marches into that temple because he doesn't see the
temple. He doesn't he hasn't given it power. He's recognized that his powers through God and that he
is a representation of God. So no physical entity or form the temple is his body. This is not a temple.
This is a is a is a is a sacrifice of humanity.

[00:38:12.260]
And so I think one of the things that and again, it's semantics that the Christianity I grew up in was



really more seeing Jesus as a representation of what is possible. I think that the stories we should be
looking at is Jesus calling us out in the middle of the storm onto the water. And as we step out into
those those stormy seas, it's not Jesus saying, you know, I'm the one that made you be able to stay in
here.

[00:38:39.080]
He has always said your faith has made you all again. We've got to get out of the semantics that we
were raised and that separates us from our God or from I think that Jesus, this is just me. And I know
there are people in my audience that, again, will have real trouble with this idea. But I keep thinking of
how many times Jesus said heaven is in the midst of you, that this experience right now, if you can
open up to your divinity and your connection to your creator, then nothing stops you.

[00:39:07.220]
And there is no temple that you don't automatically march in and bring down that that is trying to tell
you that it has control of you. Remember, and I had this argument, my father, who is a minister the
other day, you know, who is wearing his mask and he's sort of going along with this, even though I
was raised to believe there's no such thing as a disease that is literally my parents never would allow
the word cancer showed up on television to turn the TV off.

[00:39:32.900]
They put that word out of your mind. You only create illness if you embrace it in your mind. And so I
would say to my father, though, Jesus said, render under Caesar the things that are Caesar and unto
God, the things that are gods, my body and the body of my children. That was God's temple. It was
built in the image and likeness of God. There is no way on Earth there is any government entity.

[00:39:56.480]
Caesar will never have a say over what is enters my body or the body of my children. And that, as I
think what as Christians or really every faith that comes from the Old Testament, you know, that that
comes from that creation story in that version of it, which is shared by every religion really around the
world and people. But we must recognize in our divinity, there is no government that controls that.
And that's the moment we march in and kicked out the money changers that dark influence, trying to
unite us.

[00:40:28.790]
Afraid, beautiful.

[00:40:29.960]
Let's take it even further. What is who what is the whore of Babylon? It is where where the with the the
inverted logic of the true teachings of Christianity became a perversion of monotheistic false worship
idolatry. That's that's what government is. We idolize governments and ministers, prime ministers,
presidents. They take the hallowed corridors of power. They take the world stage in those great big
summits flying in with their billion dollar a year security details using all of the expensive
paraphernalia of the state.

[00:41:07.010]
This is idolatry. It's false like worship. It's Lucifer. And as the horror of Babylon is your friendly
government, it is the creature that is trying now to gain access to your babies. And if it's not through
trafficking and raping them and murdering them in ritual sacrificial episodes taking place all around
the world, remember, eight hundred thousand a year in North America alone, why is that not front
page of every newspaper? Why are we not going into a complete civilizational mania about the fact
that millions of kids are going missing every year, never being found again?

[00:41:48.890]
We know this is taking place again. This cognitive dissonance that we're suffering from is highly
selective. But what's more atrocious than it being highly selective is that we are allowing the horror of
Babylon. This mutants see called Big Brother government out of control is the creature that is
defining the propaganda and then shaping the culture of our minds and our hearts in the way that we



engage as a peoples one to another. That this is the real trauma, the. Is suffering from a complete
abnegation of our divinity and abnegation of our true spirit.

[00:42:28.280]
And the reason, the purpose, the relevancy of us having migrated at the soul level into this mortal
realm, why did we choose to be here? Remember, remember, we must remember this is the time for
Remembrance Day. Surely.

[00:42:45.770]
I absolutely agree. And this is a spiritual battle. Now, I imagine we are moments away. You will see in
God we trust wipe out, wiped off of our money the reference. And slowly but surely we are not allowed
to pray in school or have any idea that there's something greater than us. And that really is Satan in
my world. That's Satan. That's what I believe. It's the absolute it's just the absence of God or an
understanding that there's something much bigger that connects all of us.

[00:43:15.360]
They want to make us islands. They want us to turn each other in. They're turning us into Nazis here in
America to point at our neighbor, if you're not wearing a mask, then you could be killed. People just
saw a video where a lady maced people that weren't wearing a mask. I mean, this level of hatred
that's being promoted by this darkness to make us all hate each other, that's the only way they can
control us. Right.

[00:43:39.740]
If we actually sit down and recognize, you know, our vast communion with each other and how
powerful we are, that is the greatest representation of God. The moment we recognize together that
together we are invincible, they lose. Right. And so everything is a separate for those that are wearing
masks. OK, now let's create the group that will wear goggles and you can hate the ones that are only
wearing masks. I mean, they just slowly divide us and so that we can be defeated.

[00:44:05.660]
And I think honestly, I think it's failing. I really do have hope that they've pushed it so far and are so
desperate that it is. That's what's waking us up, because you can't inside of all of us is that light. It
burns inside of all of us. We have covered it and it's covered in scar tissue. But eventually, I think
these searing stabs into our humanity are breaking that scar tissue open and we're bleeding, but we're
feeling the light pull through that.

[00:44:34.730]
And that's what I'm trying to get. Just we've got to be focused on what is it we're learning. And you
see the discussions now. I mean, while there is this cabal, while there is this, you know, absolute
destruction of our children and desire to make them afraid of the air that they breathe, we are also
seeing light shining down on pedophiles and stories. We got Maxwell in court. We have the changing
of judicial bodies that are actually taking these stories now in the court systems.

[00:45:05.180]
There is change going on, right? There are more and more of us. You know, forget CNN, the four or
five totally owned dark propaganda machines, people like me. And it doesn't matter that they cut
down my YouTube. There's a thousand of me that are coming up right now, if not more.

[00:45:27.870]
They can't stop it, that's all that happened to me. This just a moment, we say I can't sit here any
longer. I've got to tell my truth. So many brilliant bloggers, you know, what are they going to shut down
the entire Internet? They can't do it. The awakening is happening. But remember, I mean, I still believe
in Newton's laws of physics. For every action, there's an equal and opposite reaction. So you must see
that these attacks upon us mean we are really, truly becoming a powerful energy.

[00:45:58.050]
God's light is shining on this planet the way it has for a very long time. But now the darkness is doing



everything it can to try and put it back in the closet. It will not. They will not succeed. It cannot.

[00:46:11.610]
It will not. Yes. Restoration of our dignity, I think, is what we see emerging out of this ritual humiliation
exercise. I urge every brother, every father, every son out there, the men, really a clarion call to men.
Men need to stand up. They really need to stand up as it was any. Wakeman said the other day that he
believed that it would be Wakefield, the Wakefield sorry, Wakefield. Anyway, he made that incredible
analogy about the role of the matriarch of the lioness and that that would be the thing that redeems
us.

[00:46:52.810]
Ultimately, I think he's probably right. But I'll tell you, I'm I'm ashamed at seeing so many men muzzled,
muzzled, walking around the streets and in supermarkets and what have you.

[00:47:06.990]
And I really it shames me to be a man and tend to look at other men, even one big brawny guy
yesterday walking in Bali right in front of the ocean. We're walking down a beautiful morning, heading
to Eddings, have breakfast. This huge burly Australian guy, big muscular guy, surfer type muzzles like
a Rottweiler walks past and and he barks at me about how reckless and irresponsible I am for not
wearing a mask. I mean, breathing, ionized oxygen and the front of the ocean and a beautiful, perfect
Balinese morning.

[00:47:42.420]
And I looked back and saw him swaggering off and my heart broke for him, for him, you know, where's
that? Where's that in a flame. The dignity, of course, had he any indignity at all, he would never have
felt moved to speak to his brother in that way, much less find that offensive that I wasn't myself
engaging in the ritual humiliation that clearly he felt he needed to engage it because whoever is
choosing to wear a mask, choosing to wear a mask, is either incredibly stupid or deeply, deeply
traumatised.

[00:48:17.580]
And as Zak Bush says, feeling the need to punish themselves in a way because a part of them at the
deepest unresolved level, is ashamed of the lack of divinity that they're that they're bringing forth
within themselves. It really does come down to this archetypal language, doesn't it? And above all.
Above all, carry on. Carry on.

[00:48:39.150]
Well, no, but I think that, you know, as we read about the serpent, right. In reference to the Old
Testament, it's the slyest of all creatures, the way that it wraps its head around our brains and is right
now. And you have to you've got to hand it to the dark side, the geniuses that they've played on
people's compassion. Right. That man, they've played upon his heart and said, you know, there are old
people or others like you.

[00:49:06.240]
He may not be afraid for himself, but for those that aren't afraid from themselves, they've used your
compassion, your empathy as a channel in which to lie to you, to say that you must care about the
elderly and those that are at risk. You must muzzle yourself because, you know, and this is sort of my
beef with really Western views of this religion, the control of the Christian story, which is you are a
sinner, you are a bad person.

[00:49:33.570]
You must do this because you you're going to hurt other people. I hate that idea. I do not believe that.
That's what Christ said. Follow me. Christ said greater works than I have done. You shall do. How will
you ever do that if you hold yourself as a whipping yourself that I'm a bad person. That idea, that
mindset has been brainwashed into us through our perspectives of these religions to that's what
we're talking about. And so they use this idea that you are bad, you're born into darkness, you are a
dark person.



[00:50:08.310]
Therefore, you know, if you really care, you've got to keep your dark self away from your children,
away from your grandparents. You've got to hide your breath, hide your smile, hide your light from the
world. But what's so sad for that gentleman is it's really, I think deep down is coming from what was
supposed to. His heart, but the intuition inside of that heart has been turned off, the connection and
understanding that you are a shining light of God, if God said I have created you in the image and
likeness of myself, how is it you could be a vector for disease?

[00:50:43.030]
It's not possible. And that's what is so sad, is the manipulation, even through his understanding
probably of his God and his connection and his understanding of his heart and his love of mankind.
He does have a love for mankind that is being preyed upon by a snake that has wrapped itself around
his soul right now.

[00:51:04.010]
And we've got to rip that tree and date well, in much the same way that those who have studied
sufficiently in health, science and in doctoring know full well that that any kind of outbreak,
bacteriological outbreak of biological outbreak, if we want to use that language, is is an exosomes
release. It's the it's the it's the excretion event of deep cellular toxins coming to the surface, which
means actually it's a very good thing where a virus is excreted externally.

[00:51:42.850]
It's a good thing it's being assimilated and absolved back into the greater the universal field. It's no
longer contaminating the cellular organisms of biological systems. So good health scientists and
scientists and doctors know that to be so. And if we take a šemeta view of the world with the
breakdown of the Roman Catholic Church in the diabolical sense that it has prevailed since the time
of Jesus, when we look at the at the Federal Reserve and the central banking cartels, staggering,
really falling apart.

[00:52:22.300]
We see the citadel, the Babylonian citadel falling apart. We see secret societies and the old Masonic
orders, the Babylonian echelon themselves being exposed when the Epstein's of this world and the
Maxwells of this world start to be hauled into a courtroom and then die mysteriously in prison cells.
Well, we all know the same old dirty tricks are afoot. But the good news is that that those ugly totems,
the Fouche is the gates is the CDC, the AMA's, the FDA's, the shows, the UN's, all of these collectivist
detritus of the unresolved aspects of our civilization and of our species.

[00:53:09.730]
They are now being exposed fully to the light. And this is a wonderful, wonderful, wonderful thing. And
we should view all of these apocalyptic totems as being the excess excretion event of the deepest
civilizational poisons. Man, it's all really quite good, wouldn't you say?

[00:53:29.980]
I say it is a fantastic time to be alive. I am so thankful and grateful to my creator that I'm here in this
moment, this moment that needs our resurrection to happen. And the truth is shining bright and we
are so needed. I just say to everybody out there, put away your fear. First of all, what difference does it
make? Honestly, if you're on a boat that's going down, it's going down. OK, accept the reality or, you
know, there may be a boat coming to save us.

[00:54:01.750]
There are things that you cannot control. What you can control is your emotional experience in the
middle of this supposed crisis. This was necessary. This is birth. Right. And that's the beauty of birth, I
think, is that unlike any other pain that we may have, we know that this is coming from a very specific
place. And on the other side of this is a gift to the world, a new child. You know, the future of our
existence.



[00:54:29.350]
This is just a birth. So when you're in that type of pain, when you know there's an end to this, that
there's light on the other side, then you can stand in it, appreciate it, and really not fight it, but absorb it
and use that energy to push us into and give birth to this new world that I think so many have written
about through the ages. I believe it's upon us right now. We may be living in the generation that gets
to see the transformation and the resurrection of our connection to our creator in a way that no
generation saw it happen before.

[00:55:05.440]
So I am so excited about this time. I love that I'm alive right now. I want others to take on that.
Passion for your importance to so many generations have lived in unimportant times where they
really just went to their job and their mundane lives and there was nothing that seemed to be.

[00:55:29.200]
Or their their warrior attitudes or their energy. Right now, we're all being depended upon to step onto
the battlefield and fight for freedom and truth and life and light. That is a great time to be alive. And
we are seeing the we see the other side crumble underneath its own ridiculous weight with no
foundation, no substance setting itself up for war crimes, so desperate to make its point, that is
sticking its own head inside of the guillotine. The moment is now it's upon us.

[00:56:03.670]
I keep saying Goliath is someone. Goliath has fallen back. Do not stop swinging. Step up now and let's
finish this job and bring ourselves into the new world.

[00:56:15.790]
Quite so delightful having this conversation with the top of the hour. I think we both agreed it's all
about you and I. It's all about each one of us and how we how we drill into that divine spark within us.
And we have to be the resurrection. We have to be the absolution. We have to be the redemption.
That's the point of who we are. That's why we we journeyed so far as souls. To get to this point,
human dignity must find its own restoration through this ritual humiliation exercise.

[00:56:46.330]
DELLAL There's no bigger voice in the world than yours today. No more important voice in my in my
view than yours today. And God knows, we have a lot of important voices around us. We're looking
forward to helping to facilitate whatever it is you need to get out. We've got a pretty good network. I'm
anticipating you're going to be back online sooner than we imagine. But please, once again, just let
everyone know where they can find you today.

[00:57:11.500]
Really simply go to our website.

[00:57:13.480]
The high wire dot com. Please sign up to our mailing list there. It's all encrypted. We will never share
that information. I'm not going to spam you with anything else. Then I have breaking news and this is
what you need to know. We're building new platforms. I think the future we will see encrypted
platforms and ways to communicate. And I reach out to those people that have those abilities, that
have the ability to to build future communication systems that won't be controlled by desire for
money and power and control, but are desiring the revolution and the resurrection, as we said, of our
connection with our divinity.

[00:57:54.340]
That's our job. I don't want to wait for a president to do that. That's upon us. We the people must
make the change. So go to the high Wired.com, sign up. And if you if you have some help that you can
offer your info and I can decide to dig into that. I can decide that. OK, that's our non-profit. We'll look
at that. If you have some advice for how we can more quickly build this connecting infrastructure for
your truth.



[00:58:21.790]
I'm all ears. Thank you. Thank you.

[00:58:23.640]
So, you know, we're your biggest fans in this. We are resurrecting for sure. And I agree with Sasha that
this is this is always divine timing, that this is just going to take you to the next level. We're all
upgrading together. And there is a consortium. This is power to the people. This is our moment. This
is what we came here for. We are all here on purpose. This was an exquisite conversation and this is
the generation for transformation.

[00:58:49.840]
What I want to also speak to is, Sasha, your comment about the men stepping up and just recognizing
acknowledging both of you as being and voices that are inspirational to those of us there. I feel like
the mothers, we're sort of in the underground. Right. And you guys are these voices. We've talked
about this before and we are all synergistically working together exactly in the way that we need that
there's a beautiful synergistic evolution that's happening as we all step into our own power, finding
our own voices.

[00:59:19.870]
And you guys are doing the work that you came here to do. And we're so grateful for that. And I have
been putting your links in the comments so people can definitely find you. And we'll be sending out an
email to our list. So, again, you know, going to the high Wired.com so that you don't miss any of those
important news briefs as well as reclaim your lives, dotcom, so that you can stay in touch because we
are building out this next platform.

[00:59:45.040]
It is already happening and we're so grateful for everyone tuning in. We had a great response this
morning. This is going to go viral and we'll be getting it out to the world. So thank you all. Thank you
both for being here and doing what you do. Let me thank you.

[00:59:59.260]
Thank you, brother. But my thanks, everyone.

[01:00:04.390]
Beadell.


